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Presenter
Presentation Notes
 In order to make sense of the next 20 minutes, I think it is important to know where your information is coming from.  I am a practising anaesthesiologist and a great deal of my work involves putting people to sleep..deep sleep, so if you being to feeling drowsy or see someone nodding off next to you, don’t feel bad, it is a sign of my success.   Other times I have to inflict some pain upon patients and have to deal with patients with moderate to severe surgical  pain.  Although I have not done any primary research in this area, I was given the opportunity to speak here after I provided care to someone in the organisation committee.  This could either mean this person was very impressed with my communication skills or was so appalled that he sentenced me to prepare this talk in order to improve them.  Hopefully it is the former.  Most of the information I  present here will therefore be a combination of what I surveyed from the vast Pain literature, interspersed with some personal thoughts and reflections.  
   I will first set the scene of the talk, then present some of the science of how words affect the patient, their expectations, linking it to the placebo and nocebo effect.  Finally I will trying the make sense of this science for a clinical setting



Presenter
Presentation Notes
I apologise in advance if some of what of I say here sounds obvious, but sometimes the obvious do  sound obvious, obviously.



“Sticks and stones may break my bones 
but words may never hurt me”

• Words can hurt
• Words can alleviate 

suffering
• Placebo effect

Presenter
Presentation Notes
For those who grew up in English speaking countries, you may be quite familiar this phrase.  This saying is often used by adults when consoling a crying child who have been on the receiving end of some hurtful words.  This scenario of the crying child poignantly depicts 3 things.  Firstly, words can hurt; they can incite very unpleasant feelings in the recipient..a child can tell you that and a child would responds accordingly.   Secondly, words can alleviate suffering: when the phrase is spoken by a caring adult it may calm the child down.  Lastly it illustrates a placebo effect as the statement is clearly untrue but it still works in an appropriate setting.
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Presentation Notes
Therefore I want to approach the topic of whether words matter when pain is inevitable from the negative point of view…ie, when pain is inevitable, can what we say make the experience worse?  If so, by avoiding harm, we may actually be doing good.



Can words hurt?

Electrical tooth pulp stimulation
Reduced pain threshold and tolerance in the 
presence of nitrous oxide
Rationale for supporting enhanced sensitivity

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Can words hurt.  If they can’t then my talk will be futile.  Researchers have ask this question scientifically back in the early eighties.  In this study Dr Dworkin he was able to reduce the pain threshold and tolerance to electrical tooth pulp stimulation in the patients receiving of nitrous oxide, an known analgesic drug.  He did so by giving the subjects a rationale to read in order to support the expectancy of enhanced awareness and sensitivity toward bodily sensations (not specifically pain).  Words were of coursed used to creative this cognitive environment.  

ie, Purposefully create an artificially environment for increased pain perception
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Presentation Notes
I thought this would be appropriate at this juncture to introduce the concepts of placebo and nocebo



Placebo

“I will please”

Expectation of improvement

Improvement

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Placebo, I assume we have all heard and be familiar with.  It’s derived from latin meaning I will please, where expectation of improvement from a treatment leads to subjective or actual improvement.  




Presenter
Presentation Notes
What is lesser known and studied is its evil twin Nocebo, 



Nocebo

“I will harm”

Expectation of worsening

Worsening

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Which means I will harm.   It is the worsening of a symptom stemming from the expectation of such.  




Expectations and brain activity

Negative expectations may result in 
amplification of pain
(Dannecker et al 2003)

Anterior cingulate cortex , prefrontal cortex & 
insula activated during anticipation of pain
(Chua et al 1999, Hsieh st al, 1999, Ploghaus et al 1999, Porro et al 
2002, 2003, Koyama et al 2005, Lorenz et al 2005, Keltner et al 2006

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Nocebo effect by nature is closely related to negative expectations…that is unless you are a masochists and look forward to pain.  Negative expectations may of course be created both verbally and non verbally and has been shown in some studies to amplify pain.

And the anticipation of pain can activate different regions of the brain.


Dannecker et al
This investigation assessed the relationships among recalled, expected, and actual muscle pain intensity and unpleasantness during a period of 48 hours. We hypothesized that (1). specific expectations of pain after 24 hours would account for a significant amount of variance in actual pain, (2). recalled pain from the most recent episode of naturally occurring muscle pain would be significantly associated with expected pain, and (3). the accuracy of expectations (ie, the difference between expected and actual pain) would increase across time as the onset of muscle pain occurred. Ninety-five students completed 3 sessions. In Session 1, recalled muscle pain and expected muscle pain in the next 24 hours were collected before exercise. In Sessions 2 and 3, muscle pain during movement and expected pain in the next 24 hours were collected. Recalled muscle pain was associated with expectations at baseline, r values [equals].26 to.47, P [lt ].05. The accuracy of expected intensity increased during the study, t [equals] 3.20, P [lt ].01, and the accuracy of expected unpleasantness was associated with change in expected unpleasantness, r values [equals] [minus ].28, P [lt ].01. The amount of variance in actual intensity and unpleasantness accounted for by expectations increased up to 55% and 52%, respectively, during the study. Expected unpleasantness did not account for variance in actual intensity. Expected intensity accounted for 3% of the variance in actual unpleasantness, but only in the second 24-hour period. Thus, our hypotheses were generally supported, but unanticipated findings regarding changes across time in the relationships among recalled, expected, and actual muscle pain were also detected.



Positive vs Negative expectations
Magnitude of expected pain increased, 
activation increased in

Thalamus
Insula
Prefrontal cortex
Anterior cingulate gyrus 

Expectations of decreased pain, reduced 
activation in 

Primary somatosensory cortex
Insular cortex
Anterior cingulate gyrus

Koyama et al 2005

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Positive and negative expectations alter the functional activity of parts of the brain in opposite directions.  (interval increase with increased pain)


Our subjective sensory experiences are thought to be heavily shaped by interactions between expectations and incoming sensory information. However, the neural mechanisms supporting these interactions remain poorly understood. By using combined psychophysical and functional MRI techniques, brain activation related to the intensity of expected pain and experienced pain was characterized. As the magnitude of expected pain increased, activation increased in the thalamus, insula, prefrontal cortex, anterior cingulate cortex (ACC) and other brain regions. Pain-intensity-related brain activation was identified in a widely distributed set of brain regions but overlapped partially with expectation-related activation in regions, including the anterior insula and ACC. When expected pain was manipulated, expectations of decreased pain powerfully reduced both the subjective experience of pain and activation of pain-related brain regions, such as the primary somatosensory cortex, insular cortex, and ACC. These results confirm that a mental representation of an impending sensory event can significantly shape neural processes that underlie the formulation of the actual sensory experience and provide insight as to how positive expectations diminish the severity of chronic disease states



Presenter
Presentation Notes
Words, of course are the easily weapon we have at our disposal to create expectations of pain or pain relief or for that matter expectations that can win you the Nobel Prize.  



Doctor-initiated versus machine initiated 
therapy
“It may work” versus “It does work”
Appropriate words activate endogenous 
opioid systems placebo effect
Appropriate words yield a nocebo effect 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
So how do words affect the patient’s brain…In an enlightening review by Dr Fabrizo Benedetti he summarised work from many clinical studies examining this area.  I will among elaborate on these four topics from this paper.





Doctor-initiated versus machine 
initiated therapy

Open injection of saline = hidden injection of 
6 to 8 mg morphine (12mg > saline!)

Analgesic dose much higher for hidden 
infusions

Buprenorphine, tramadol, ketorolac & metamizol
Naloxone reduces analgesia from ketorolac to that of 
an hidden injection (ie eliminating the expectation 
component pharmacologically

Levine 1981

Amanzio 2001

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Does it matter whether a therapy a given by a doctor or a machine?  It turns out that analgesic therapy is more effective when the patient is aware of it being administered.   One study demonstrated that an open injection of saline solution had the same analgesic effect as a  hidden injection of a 6- to 8-mg of morphine.   Only by increasing morphine dose to 12 mg was an analgesic effect stronger than the placebo observed.  

Another study analysed the effects of four painkillers with different modes of action that were administered with either as open or hidden injections.  Analgesic dose needed required was much higher with hidden infusions than with open ones for all four painkillers.  However, you can reduced the analgesic effect of on open injection to that of its hidden injection counterpart by administering the opioid antagonist naloxone.

Therefore, by eliminating the context of a treatment either psychologically by means of a hidden administration or pharmacologically by naloxone, a reduction of the effectiveness of the treatment itself occurs. This context, which is the expectation or placebo component of the treatment involves the endogenous opioid systems.  

Bottom line..Patient must think you are doing something for them and by implication, whether or not give the patient the impression that you are doing something about their pain affect their perception.




“It may work”
 

versus “It does work”

Post thoracotomy patients, buprenorphine 
PRN & infusion of saline

Group 1: told nothing re infusion (natural history)
Group 2: potent analgesic or placebo (double blinded)
Group 3: potent analgesic (deceptive regime)

Time course of pain similar but
Group 2; 28% less request for analgesia
Group 3: 33.8% !!!

Pollo et al., 2001

Presenter
Presentation Notes
What about the certainty of your words …does it affect the efficacy of treatment
In this study patients patients wjo just had chest surgery were given buprenorphine on a as required basis, plus an open infusion of normal saline solution.  They were told different things regarding what the saline contained.
 The first group was told nothing (natural history or no treatment group), 
 the second was told that the infusion could be either a potent analgesic or a placebo (classic double-blind administration), 28% decrease
 the third group was told that the infusion was a potent painkiller (deceptive administration). 33.8% decrease
Although the duration of pain similar, group 2 and 3 had a substantial reduction in requests for pain relief.

So what you say and hence what the patient believes heavily influence their pain requirement.


Double-blind and the deceptive paradigm (Pollo et al., 2001)
Response expectancies have been proposed as the major determinant of placebo effects. Here we report that different expectations produce different analgesic effects which in turn can be harnessed in clinical practice. Thoracotomized patients were treated with buprenorphine on request for 3 consecutive days, together with a basal intravenous infusion of saline solution. However, the symbolic meaning of this basal infusion was changed in three different groups of patients. The first group was told nothing about any analgesic effect (natural history). The second group was told that the basal infusion was either a powerful painkiller or a placebo (classic double-blind administration). The third group was told that the basal infusion was a potent painkiller (deceptive administration). Therefore, whereas the analgesic treatment was exactly the same in the three groups, the verbal instructions about the basal infusion differed. The placebo effect of the saline basal infusion was measured by recording the doses of buprenorphine requested over the three-days treatment. We found that the double-blind group showed a reduction of buprenorphine requests compared to the natural history group. However, this reduction was even larger in the deceptive administration group. Overall, after 3 days of placebo infusion, the first group received 11.55 mg of buprenorphine, the second group 9.15 mg, and the third group 7.65 mg. Despite these dose differences, analgesia was the same in the three groups. These results indicate that different verbal instructions about certain and uncertain expectations of analgesia produce different placebo analgesic effects, which in turn trigger a dramatic change of behaviour leading to a significant reduction of opioid intake.




Appropriate words activate 
endogenous opioid systems placebo 

effect 
Ischaemic arm pain model
Non opioid analgesic
Expectation cues for analgesic placebo

Partially blocked by naloxone

Expectation of analgesic eliminated
Naloxone did not block placebo analgesia

Amanzio & Benedetti, 1999

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Placebo analgesia has both an endogenous opioid and non-opioid components, and the appropriate words can activate the former
This study involved causing pain in an arm and then giving  analgesia each time  you do it for 2 consecutive days.  If  on the 3rd day you secretly replaced the drug with saline solution, you will still obtain analgesia. In these conditions, naloxone partially blocked  placebo analgesia. However, if you do the same but told the subjects that the solution was an antibiotic , you will still get some form of analgesia  but naloxone does not block affect this type placebo analgesia.  So the verbal cues for placebo analgesia activates the opioid system dependent placebo analgesia.

Thus, depending on the verbal context, either opioid or non-opioid components can be involved.
The point here is that the expectation cues were induced by means of either verbal instructions or conditioning cues.


In fact, by using the experimental ischemic arm pain model, it was found that if the placebo response is induced by means of strong expectation
cues, it can be blocked by the opioid antagonist naloxone, whereas if the expectation cues are eliminated, it proves to be naloxone-insensitive
In fact, on the basis of the anti-opioid action of CCK (Benedetti, 1997), it was found that CCK antagonists are capable of potentiating the placebo analgesic effect (Benedetti, 1996; Benedetti, Amanzio, & Maggi, 1995).
placebo analgesic response appears to result from a balance between endogenous opioids and endogenous CCK.
It is also worth remembering that the placebo activated endogenous opioids act not only on pain mechanisms, inducing analgesia, but also on the respiratory centers, inducing respiratory depression, a typical side effect of opioids (Benedetti, Amanzio, Baldi, Casadio, & Maggi, 1999b; Benedetti et al., 1998).

Those patients who responded to a placebo administration showed higher concentrations of peak B endorphin in the cerebrospinal fluid compared with those patients who did not respond to the placebo.


Highly specific placebo responses can also be obtained in specific parts of the body
In fact, if four noxious stimuli are applied to the hands and feet and a placebo cream is applied to one hand only, pain is reduced only on the hand where the placebo cream had been applied. Because this highly specific effect is blocked by naloxone, these findings suggest that the placebo-activated endogenous opioid systems have a precise and somatotopic organization




Appropriate words yield a nocebo 
effect

Post operative patients with mild pain
Saline solution injection
Informed patients that pain will increase
Nocebo effect induced
Nocebo effect modified by CCK antagonist 
proglumide

Benedetti, Amanzio, Casadio, Oliaro, & Maggi, 1997

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Finally, a straightforward nocebo hyperalgesia effect can be induced if you inject saline solution and tell the patient with mild pain that it will increase their pain.  This effect can be blocked by adding this drug proglumide into the saline.  This drug antagonises the action of the hormone cholecystokinin (CCK).  This indicates that the nocebo hyperalgesia of these patients was mediated, at least in part, by the effects of this hormone.    
As CCK also plays a role in the physiology of anxiety it was  interpreted that nocebo hyperalgesia relies on a CCK dependent increase of anxiety.




Benedetti 2007

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Thus it would appear that placebo suggestions involves the endogenous opioid system and mitigates pain sensation whereas nocebo suggestions involved a separate pathway involving CCK, both acting on the perception of pain.



Anatomy of nocebo

Benedetti 2007

Presenter
Presentation Notes
It is also interesting that this nocebo hyperalgesia can be blocked by diazepam (valium), an anti-anxiety agent.
It is postulated that nocebo suggestions induce anxiety which, in turn, activates two different and independent biochemical pathways: one that in dependent on CCK and facilitates perception of pain and the other on the stress hormone pathway.  Diazepam prevents both hyperalgesia and stress hormone hyperactivity, whereas the proglumide only inhibits the hyperalgesia but not the stress hormone release.

Implication? Perhaps a calm patient maybe less susceptible to nocebo hyperalgesia



Placebo analgesia
Conditioning (learning): ++
Verbal: less important

Nocebo hyperalgesia
Conditioning: less important
Verbal: most contribution

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Placebo and Nocebo effects are not just opposite ends of the spectrum of a response.  They are biochemically different.  The susceptibility of an individual to develop placebo and nocebo effect also differs depending on the mode of induction.  In this study, it was shown while conditioning or learning was of great importance, the verbal information was of less importance in inducing placebo analgesia.  Conditioning did not contribute to much to the nocebo effect. Thus, nocebo hyperalgesia relied mostly on the verbal information. 

The  key point is that words are more powerful for the nocebo condition.   In the accompanying editorial, the author commented that the human brain can easily take on verbal information about averse events as a substitute for having to experience it as a part of the learning procedure.  It is perhaps an evolutionary benefit in animals with highly developed language, where bad experiences of others can be directly integrated in ones’ own system of evaluating surrounding dangers.  From a clinical point of view, it is easy to think that the doctor’s words and attitudes can induce immediate worsening of the severity of symptoms. 

, healthy volunteers were subjected a stimulus ranging from tactile to painful, and placebo or nocebo verbal suggestions, plus or minus conditioning procedures, in quite a complicated sequences.  This difference sequences were designed to measure the contribution of verbal suggestions and learning to the induction of placebo analgesia and nocebo hyperalgesia





From an evolutionary perspective, nocebo (aversive responses) and placebo (safety responses) pathways may represent two opposite contexts that coexist in the organism. Nocebos may induce short-term innate responses which are aimed at enhancing the perceptual processing and at anticipating negative outcomes, which helps initiate potentially defensive behavioral reactions. On the other hand, long-term responses based on learning may favorite the consolidation of expected outcomes, with a reduction of the severity of symptoms.


In their study Colloca and colleagues compared groups of subjects where either a nocebo or a placebo procedure was induced. Nocebo groups were subjected to differing intensities of electrical stimuli ranging from non-painful to painful whilst placebo groups were given a painful electrical stimulus. Furthermore, the groups were either subjected to verbal information about what to expect (less intense pain in the placebo group, and
more intense pain in the nocebo group), or went through a “conditioning” procedure (in addition to the verbal suggestion) where the stimulation was surreptitiously increased or lowered in a nocebo or placebo learning phase, respectively.

While this conditioning procedure was of great importance and the verbal information was of no importance in the placebo groups, the conditioning did not contribute to any significantly stronger nocebo effect. Thus, the nocebo hyperalgesic effect relied mostly on the verbal information. This suggests that there may differences between the nocebo and placebo mechanism. The present study cannot exclude that “conditioning”effects are important for the nocebo state. It may more be a question of power as indicated in Fig. 2 of the study (group 5 vs. 6). However, it is highly interesting that the verbal suggestions are so powerful specifically for the nocebo condition. This finding is in line with some previous ideas and studies. It seems that the human brain quickly can take on verbal information about aversive events as a substitute for having to experience the event itself as a part of the learning procedure.

This has been attributed to an evolutionary benefit in animals with highly developed language, where previous aversive experience of other people can be directly integrated in ones’ own system to learn about surrounding threats and dangers. 

From a clinical point of view, these results have important implications for daily practice. If nocebo verbal suggestions are really powerful in eliciting a negative response, it is licit to think that the doctor’s words and attitudes can induce immediate worsening of the severity
of symptoms. From an evolutionary perspective, nocebo (aversive responses) and placebo (safety responses) pathways may represent two opposite contexts that coexist in the organism. Nocebos may induce short-term innate responses which are aimed at enhancing the perceptual
processing and at anticipating negative outcomes, which helps initiate potentially defensive behavioral reactions. On the other hand, long-term
responses based on learning may favorite the consolidation of expected outcomes, with a reduction of the severity of symptoms.
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So we have now heard a lot about placebo and nocebo and brain activation, but does this have any relevance if you are a patient?



Retrospective video analysis of 2 controlled 
arm of 3 arm trial
Warning patients in terms of pain or 
undesirable experiences resulted in greater 
pain and anxiety
Sympathizing with the patient after the event 
resulted in greater anxiety

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Again we go back to my original question…can words hurt?  Probably yes.  This is a clinical study that provide some evidence that warning patients of impending pain may not be as helpful as we thought.  In effect, clinicians may be inadvertently triggering nocebo effect by doing this.

Retrospective video analysis of the two controlled arm (standard care and attention control )of a 3 arm trial assessing self hypnotic relaxation, it was shown that warning the patient in terms of pain or undesirable experiences resulted in greater pain (P<0.05) and greater anxiety (P<0.001) than not doing so. Sympathizing with the patient in such terms after a painful event did not increase reported pain, but resulted in greater anxiety (P<0.05).

ie, inadvertently creating an environment for increased pain perception



Group S “ I am going to apply the tourniquet 
and insert the needle in a few moments.  It’s 
a sharp scratch and it may sting a little
Group NS “I am going to apply the tourniquet 
on the arm becomes heavy, numb and tingly.  
This allows the drip to be placed more 
comfortably

Presenter
Presentation Notes
This is another study coming out that further support that warning the patient regarding pain may not be helpful.  

100 odd participants, were allocated to Group S (warning of pain) and to Group NS (no warning). 
Median pain score were not different but trended towards the S group being higher
Six participants vocalized pain in Group S and none in Group NS (P=0.01). 
Three participants withdrew their arm spontaneously in Group S and none in Group NS (P=0.11).
The authors concluded that warning patients of a ‘sting’ before i.v. cannulation may not be helpful.




Median VNRS pain scores with inter-quartile ranges (IQR) were 1 and 2, respectively, for both groups.

Median Likert scores were 3 in Group S and 2 in Group NS with an IQR of 1 for both groups
(P=0.13). 







Summary Slide

Words are powerful
Expectations

Relates to perceived pain intensity
Activates different brain regions
Alter the efficacy of pharmacotherapy

Placebo and nocebo are pharmacologically 
and behaviourally different
Warning patient of impending pain may not 
be unhelpful 
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So in summary
Words are powerful in creating expectations and hence placebo and nocebo like effects
Level of expected pain intensity alters perceived pain intensity, along with activation of different brain regions and even alters the efficacy of treatment
Warning patients of impending pain may not be that helpful
Just to illustrate the power of expectation, right now you probably  salivating at the thought of a break and morning tea as most of you have been conditioned to think that the summary slide signifies the end of a talk.  



Pain and the Patient
No pain now, pain inevitable, no previous 
experience

Rationalise
Catastrophize

No pain, pain inevitable but previous 
experience

Conditioned response

Already in pain seeking relief
Chronic pain

Presenter
Presentation Notes
But alas no. So I would like to share what I goes through my mind now as I communicate with patients facing inevitable pain.   Obviously every patient is slightly different so I first try to get a sense of where they are and assess their expectations.  And then I will try to do something about it..I can think of at least 3 ways of categorising these patients

No pain but expects pain
Patient can behave in at least one of two ways
1. They can rationalise
2. They can catatrophize that includes elements of rumination, magnification and helplessness
This may be associated with more intense pain experience, more pronounced displays
of pain behaviour, heightened emotional distress and greater disability
May even heighten the  perception of pain in others

No pain, expects pain but previous experience
Patients may have prior positive or negative experiences that will influence their current experience

Already in pain seeking relief
Quite a complex area encompasses the realms of cancer pain and in my mind they should be deferred to experts but nevertheless similar prinicples apply..first do no harm.

Sullivan MJL, Thorn B, Haythornthwaite JA, Keefe FJ, Martin M,
Bradley LA, et al. Theoretical perspectives on the relation between
catastrophizing and pain. Clin J Pain 2001;17:52–64.

M.J.L. Sullivan a,*, M.O. Martel a, D.A. Tripp b, A. Savard a, G. Crombez
Catastrophic thinking and heightened perception of pain in others
Pain 123 (2006) 37–44




My general approach

Assessment of pain expectation
First do no harm

Anxiolysis
Avoid nocebo (avoid being dismissive)

Exploit the placebo
Be positive but not arrogant

Not advocating deception!

Presenter
Presentation Notes
If possible, I will avoid the word pain where possible..made more comfortable



When Pain is inevitable..  
Do Words Matter?

Yes, I think so
So be careful of what you say!
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